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O. Introduction. Among the compact 1-connected irreducible
symmetric spaces o exceptional type, G, FI, EI, EII, Ell’, El/I, EVIII and
EIX have 2-torsion. The. cohomology o G, FI and EII are known [2],
[4], [5]. In this paper we determine the cohomology o EI=E/PSp(4).
Since El is l-connected and m.(EI)=Z, we have two fiberings
g
f
>El )K(Z2 2),
(a)

(b)

’’E

I

;BSp(4).

On the other hand EIV--E/F, and the subgroups
of E contain the subgroup U--S.Sp(3) in common.
F/U-- FI and PSp(4) / U-- HP 3, we have two more

F

and PSp(4)
Noticing that

p

>E6/ U EI,
FI >E6/ U---->EIV.
We clculate the Serre spectral sequence associated to these
(c)
(d)

Hp

fiberings.
Throughout the paper we use the following notations (A being
ring)"
A(x}=A.x and (x)=A{m; m is a simple monomial in x}.
Then our results are
Theorem 1. H*(EI; Z2)--Z2[xi i----2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 21, 23]/I,
where Sqix,+l=x2,+l (i=1,2,4,8), SqJx+7=x.+7 (]=4, 8), SqSx3--x2
and I is the ideal generated by the following elements (xg--x+x.x3)"
x+x,
(i:/:2,13, 21), x: (]2, 3), xxx7; x3x+’xx, xx,
XgXa + XsX17, XlTX13 X3X21 t_ XgX15, XsX2 lt_ XoXlT, XgX21, XlTX21
XlTXll_ XsX.3
XsXl + X3Xl 2[- X9Xll, X17X15 .Jr_ X9X23, XlTX23.3[_ X3X5X9X23 XllXl3 XllXl5 _Jr.. X3X23,
XX. + XXa, XX + xxn, xx2, xx2 (k= 11, 13, 15, 21).
As a ring H*(EI)/Tors. H*(EI) is generated by
Theorem 2. (
(e,, i--8, 9, 17 ]--16, 17, 25, 34} and

xx

e.

-

H*(E, Z[])=Z[] [es]/(e)(R)A(eo, elZ),
I
e’ I
in which e-- -e, e= -ese,
-ese and et’ I esee.
(ii) There exist torsion elements e H(EI)
e H(EI) (i=5, 11, 15, 23) of order 4, and

of order 2 and
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1. H*(EI; Z). Consider the Serre spectral sequence associated
to the fibering (b). The cohomology o the base. and the fiber are (respectively)
H*(BSp(4) Z)--Z[p, p, p, P4], deg p =4i, and
H*(E Z)= A(x, x, x, x, Xl, x, x), deg x--i
where Sqx+=x+ (i-2, 4, 8), SqSx x,
and -0 (]3).
Lemma 1. In this spectral sequence x are transgressive"
x=p, x--p, x--p and trivial for the rest.
Proof. It is easy to see that they are transgressive and that x
:Pl, vXg--0 (]=5, 6, 9, 17). x and rx are obtained as follows.
Put x--apt+ bp (a, b e Z). Applying first Sq and then Sq4, we
have x--app+bp and O-Sqx-appt. Suppose a=b-1, then in
E’* PP4:0, which contradicts to ppt=ppO.
Next suppose (a, b)=(0, 0) or (1, 0). Then the Poincar6 series
P.S.(ES,*,t) has a poleof order 1. ButP.S.(ES’*,t)-P.S.(H*(EI; Z), t)
cannot have such a pole since there is a fibering K(Z, 1)EIEI with
P.S.(H*(Z; 1, Z), t)-l/(1--t). Thus we have. a-0 and b--1.
From the previous lemma
Corollary 1. H*(EI; Z)--A(x, x, xs, x, x, x7)Z[x] where Sqx

x-x

x

x, Sqtx- xo, SqSxa Xl, Sqtxs x, SqSx xsx.
2. Fibering (a). According to Serre [7],
Sq-u-u_.
H*(Z 2, Z)--Z[u i=2 + 1, m0],
to
sequence
We calculate d
spectral
(a).
associated
the
Consider
for r23.
Lemma 2.

x (i16) and Xo--XsX are transgressive"
x u + u, rx-uu_, rx._-u(i=3 4 6 10; ]=5,9)
(i)

dx-- 0 (r 5) and dx-- (u + euu)x ( e Z).
Using these data E,* is computed for rg23. We rewrite., for
with v:+ (]=9, 17).
with v+ (i-8, 12, 20) and
convenience,
They are permanent. Under these notations we see that up to degree
(]=11, 13,
23 E,* is generated as a ring by u (i=2, 3, 5, 9, 17) and
15, 21, 23). (The structure is omitted here.) This implies that there
e H(EI; Z) (]-- 11, 13, 15, 21, 23), which toexist indecomposables
gether with f*u (i--2, 3, 5, 9, 17) generate H*(EI; Z) up to degree 23.
H*(E/S.Sp(3);A) for A--Z and Z. Now consider the
fibering (d). According to [1] and [5],
(ii)

ux

ux

v

.

H*(EIV) A(z, z7),

x
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H*(FI)----- Z[Z, A, J’s, f.]/(2;(, f;(, Z f-- 12ffs + 8f, ff--3 f, f-- f:),
H*(FI Z) Z[y, y Ys, Y] / (Y + Y, YY, Y + YY, Y + YYsY
where the mod 2 reduction of Z, f, fs and f are y, y, Ys and y respectively. Note that the base space is 8-connected. It follows that ]* is
surjective, and the spectral sequence collapses. Investigating the
multiplicative structure we have
Proposition. H*(E/S.Sp(3) A)=H*(FI; A)H*(EIV; A),
where A=Z or Z and in the latter case the isomorphism commutes
with Sq
Concerning E/U and the map i:HPE/U, we need the following. For suitable choice of generater s H(HP),
Lemma 3. i*ft=4s (]= 1, 3) and i*fs--2s

.

.

where p*e=f--8f, *z=z ad *z,--z mod deeomoebe.
4. Proof of Theorem 1. In the seeral sequenee associated
to (e)
H*(EI A)@
,* = H*(EI A)@H*(HPa A)=

.

In the sequel to the end we use he following abbreviations;
H =H(NI;A) and N=
N’.
+q=
(he eoeeient ring A will often be omitted.)
Lemma 4. (i) There ezit qe eemet e H

.

* ,

eh that
Sq%*za
(ii) Defie z=Sqz, z=Sqz ad z=Sq. The theg are
ideeompoeble, ad heee generate H* toether t (i=2, g, g, 9, 17)
to degree
Proof. Since Ker
H=Z{z+ zz}, we have
and alying Sq r()=. hen it follows that N=Z{zaz}+ Z{}
@ and N=Z{z+za}@. Since *(a)-,g reresents
e N while ga does za@l. Bu (za@l)(@)=za@=0, which implies tha gaga is of lower filtration degree. Consequently ag is a p*is also a *-image. hen the rest
image. Likewise we see tha
of the assertion follows easily.
Next note tha dim EI=42 and that the bilinear form HX H
H=Z induced by cup-product is non-degenerate. Using it we
obtain the fundamental class H and hen additive bases for H for
all
ore precisely
Lemma 5. get N= {, 9, 17} ag N’ {g, 9, 17}, the we hve
H*(EI Z) Z[, z,
]/(+
}, ( + )
iN,

,

*

z

,

.

,
,,
,,

+ (A(z,

, ) + A(z, ). )Nz + A(z, , )

-
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By use o the Sq and the Adem relations we obtain all the relations
necessary to rewrite, monomials which cannot appear in the previous
lemma (e.g. xx (i e N and k=13,21), xx, xx, etc.) and Theorem
1 is obtained.
5. Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the spectral sequence associated to (c) with integral coefficients. It is readily seen that H*
(* =<7) is generated by ; e H o order 2 and o=rs e H o order 4 and
that P*;--Z, p*=0 and Zo:/=O. By Lemma 3, f--8f e Ker i* and it
represents n element in E-, for some. q8, which is trivial if q0.
Consequently f-Sfs-p*es or some es e Hs. We choose es such that
es- (rood 2).
Next by Corollary 2 and Theorem 1, H=Z{e} and E=Z{e}
+Zn{w}(R)s. On the other hand H(E/U)=Z{z} and z rood 2 is not
p*-image. Note that d(s ) 2(R)s, and we have E Z{e} + Z{o}(R)s,
whence p*e= +_2z. Looking into the filtration on H*(E/U), e is
similarly defined, and p* e 2z, mod decomposables.
Since e-x=0 mod 2, is divisible by 2. Calculation in H*(E/U)
shows that there is an element e such that e=4e, and H--Z(e’}.

x

e

For the. similar reason we. must introduce three

e’,

and e 1
-ee
At last for Tots. H*(EI).

more"

e,--

eae,

1

In E’* we. see that Z(R) is not a eoeyele
mod 2, whieh
since H 0, from which Zo) d(Z(R)) 4= 0. But Zo_-vanishes. So we. have another higher torsion o) such that
By similar argument we have two more: o) and o.. It is seen that
for i=, 11, 1 and 2
(i :/= 5),
o mod 2 x + x.x_ =_ ’xxx_ mod Im fl
where

zz

are Bockstein operations.
fl____l2 6 and ’= 1__
4

Using the deriv-

ativity o fl and fl’ and comparing with the mod 2 cohomology, we
obtain the structure of Tors. H*(EI). From the procedure Theorem 2
ollows.
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